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ABSTRACT

The differential cross-section for inelastic scattering in the presence of an intense laser
field, when applied to the calculation of energy balance and heating by multiphoton process, is
a problem which is not completely solved yet. One of the main difficulties is the calculation of
the absorption coefficient a for a monoenergetic beam of electrons scattered by a static potential.
There are contradictory results shown by different authors. Here we have derived a starting under
the framework of quantum mechanics and then making the classical correspondence (h —» 0)
according to the kinetic theory, and show that the absorption coefficient is always positive for all
values of the particle incoming velocity,«,. Furthermore, we show that in the calculation of a we
recover the Coulomb logarithm term.
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1 Introduction

The investigation of the absorption of intense electromagnetic radiation in a fully

ionized plasma with collisions of elections and ions still is, at present, incomplete.

The main difficulty at high intensity radiation ia that a large number of photons

must be included in the calculation. Thus the direct evaluation of the contribution

from many photons, to obtain the total absorption coefficient a, is difficult. In the

quantum mechanical approach, the inverse bremsstrahlung (I.B.) problem is solved

by: a) calculating the transition probability (or cross section, <r) and b) calculating

the rate at which energy is absorbed [1, 3]. However, for high intensities of the

laser beam, i.e., in the range of 10le to 1018 W/cm2, relativistic effects on scattering

potential must be considered.

The differential cross section for inelastic scattering in the presence of an intense

laser field, obtained by us [1] was recently confirmed [4, 5], when the kibble parameter

(e = VQ/C) ia less than unity. The main result is that the Kroll-Watson expression

[2]

(1)

breaks down. Here (rfo-/rfH)n is the Rutherford differential cross section. In addition,

there are great difficulties when it is necessary to calculate the global absorption

coefficient a, because equation (1) is independent of the photon number rt and of the

distribution function of electrons. Similar difficulties appear on the energy balance

and heating by multiplioton process when a monoenergetic beam of electrons is

scattered by a static potential in tin1 presence of a strong laser field. Some authors

[6] have shown that a can be negative if iy> < vit (vi — particle incoming velocity, •i!0

= amplitude of the oscillatory velocity). In Section 2, we present a proper way to

calculate the absorption coefficient nr from the cross section treatment, and we are

able to show that a > 0, for all uim Section 3 contains some numerical results and

Section A is dedicated to discussions and conclusion.

' Permanent address: Laboratorio Nacional de Luz Sincrotron, Campinas, SP, Brazil.
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2 Quantum Mechanical Treatment

2.1 Cross Section and Transition Rate

We begin by considering the problem of a non-relativistic particle of mass m and

charge e being scattered by a static, local potencial K(r), in the presence of a strong

laser field. Here we consider that the electrons interact with infinitely heavy ions via

the Coulomb potential, and the first Born approximation is used for the scattering

of electrons by ions. The transition probability Tni,(pi —» p/) from a initial state p;

to a final state p/, under the perturbation <j>(k) due to the n-photon process is given

by [1,7]

nk\Pi — / / / = ~t~" / ] Y\™) \ "n\ I \ f — • — "/Udji \if

" n

where <t>{k) is the Fourier transform of the potential interaction 4>(r), EJJ = pjti/2m

and x = k • Vo/w = (eEo/""jj) (P) — Pi) /ftu>. The corresponding cross section for

I.B. is obtained from equation (2)

(3)

where, Z, {>,, and n are respectively, the ionic charge number, the velocity of the

incoming particle beam and the number of photons exchanged with the assisting

field, with plus for absorption, superscript a, and minus for emission, superscript e.

R{k) is the form factor which lakes into account the range of the static screened

Coulomb potential.

2.2 Absorption Coefficient

In this subsection we deal with the calculation of the absorption coefficient a.

This quantity is defined as

with

NeNw
/ (5)

where JV», Ni and IQ are respectively, the concentration of the incoming beam and

of the scattering centers, and the intensity of the laser field. The term nftui + hk • Vi

corresponds to the final energy of the elections so that alo = dW/dt is the total

energy decay rate. From equations (3), (4) and (5) we obtain

,4Z*e*NtNt [d3k!*NtNi t d3k tJ , -

TJ-Q j -jT I R(k) I {nh* + hk
-\ it (k ' *M

(6)

When the electric field is parallel to u, we can perform the integration over the

total solid angle and get

(7)

Finally, taking the limit ft —t 0 and considering that J% (nvn/vj) = J^_n [ — nvo/vi),

we obtain

^2, lfijrZVTViA',. r dh .t 2 ( tio\

For vafvi *£ 1, laser intensity is small so we consider only the single photon

process, that is, n = I. Naming Q\ the absorption ooc-ificient for a single photon

process, we have

n, = ''"''*' ' , ' ' ( — ) In A (9)
in I'i In \ « \ /



where In A is the generalized Coulomb logarithm. This expression is always positive

for any value of t>0. We now normalize the multi-photon absorption coefficient in

units of its weak-field value (ii

" (io)

where nm n l = mvg/hui. We note that the number of terms in the sum is limited to

a maximum number of photons, j j m o l l which comes naturally from the integration

over the k value which is bounded by a kmaT\ and this is related to nmax.

For «0/u, > 1 we can take for the Bessel function, Jn(nv0/vi) the asymptotic

approximation for large arguments, with fixed order n. Such approximation gives

/ti;)"1 therefore

(11)

In this form we have recovered an expression which is similar to the Silin's expression

[8], which contains a product of two logarithms and a ~ t'o ~ Io

For vo/vi ft! l a can become very large (see Section 3), if the number of photons

becomes large. With this range of parameters and for n large we can approximate

the Bessel function Jn(?t) as an-1'3 [18], where a = 0.4473. With this approximation

we obtain

a 12a2

-«1/3mox. (12)

An important point in this paper is that we do not calculate a on the basis of

the total cross-section um - <r" - "'„, as done by Bivona et al. [6]. However, if

we take this approach ami go on calculating a, we obtain the diverging absorption

coefficient given as

ad = (13)

where n has no imposed upper bonud, from the mathematical point of view. For

parallel geometry and small scattering angles and taking the peaking approximation

we obtain

(14)

This expression can also be obtained from ref. [')]. However such formalism has

two problems: i) The Coulomb logarithm is lost and ii) this expression is divergent

when n —> oo and Vo —* «i [9]. Another way to obtain expression (14) is to take

cry given as equation (3.6) of Daniele et al. [9], or equation (19) of reference [10].

For absorption process we make a = (w*/wi)i'/c, where v = NiOfOi is the collision

frequency and tup is the plasma frequency. Here also, in A does not appear and

a? can be divergent when n —> oo and v0 = VJ. All these problems reflect the

limitation of the cross-section treatment. What we did is to avoid taking the total

cross section to calculate a but, instead, we have taken an as given in (5). This

resulted in expressions (6) through (8) which are more physically justifiable than

expression (14).

3 NUMERICAL CALCULATION

The main purpose of the present calculation is to discuss the multiphoton

exchanges, responsible for the resulting value of a and aj for a monoeneigetic

beam of electrons scattered by a static potential in the presence of a strong laser

field. To compare our results with those of the references [0, 9, 10] we take

V(r) = (Zei/r)e~ri7" with r0 3> ao,.«o being the Bohr radius. This approximation

gives R(k) ~ 1. Since In A = f h~'<lh, kmnj- and km,n are related t o n l n u and nm;u re-

spectively. Then, A = «„,„ if we take 7tTO,,, = 1. Also when t'o —» v, i'm<,x —> mvo/h,

then nmax —> wup/fiw. lu order to prevent the divergence of (TT, from equation

(8), we take aT = a0 + aal'\ where /•' = £)H=i* (1 — ln»/ln nmaI) J* (nuo/i>j) is a

normalized fiictor which takes into account the presence of the laser field. Pigim: I

(i



shows F as a function of t>u/t';. When Vo a» Vi the usual sum rule for inultiphuton

transitions breaks down and a cross-section larger than that of the field-free case

is obtained. This effect increases with A = nm a r . We have calculated K up to

7i = 10* photons. At low photon processes in < 10) F has its maximum at VQ > t>;

and it shifts towards i>o/t'i = 1 as the intensity increases (or frequency is lowered).

Since F(A,UO/D,) is a normalized curve, it allows us to easily obtain a complete

or partial cross section. If kui = 1 eV and the incident particle energy is 100 eV,

then F(WQ,vo/vi), F(10,va/t>i) represent the total (or partial) contribution over the

multiphoton exchanges respectively.

To compare figure 1 of reference [10] with our results, we take Fmax for different

values of Ei and obtain the results given on table I.

Table I - Total cross section, ay, aa function of

the incident particle energy.

E, |eVj
100
250

500

t»u
1
1
1

hi
.10
.10
.00

A
10
25
50

F B U

0.70
0.97
1.19

/<, [W/cm*]

4.50 10M

9.42 10M

16.10 10H

aT

1
1
2

.70

.97

.19

We can see on table 1 thai our results agree, in essence, with the final results of ref.

[10], that is, as Or/ao becomes larger with increasing incident particle energy (i.e.,

strengthening the inequality V',', 3> liwo). Our expression cr-p = co(l + F) which is

convergent when vu —t t>,, may be compared with equation (3.10) of ref. [9]. Clearly,

it diverges at Vo/v, = 1 as on appendix of ref. [9],

This rapid increase of rrT = D<r,, ran also be shown numerically. It is well known

that J*(x) has its first maximum at x = n (the departure of its maximum from the

x = n becomes larger as n becomes smaller). Fig, 2 shows xmaI, the argument of the

first maximum of J,*(x), versus n. The initial slope of the curve is not equal to one

but as n increases, such as n > 100, it approaches one and it can Ije represented by

Xmaz — »'> 9 = 1 . If we take the usual approximation, as many authors have taken,

J% ~ 1/irn, we find that UT is proportional to f n~idn, which gives a logarithm

divergence. But at i == n, where the peaking approximation is allowed, we have

Jn(n) ~ a^/n1/3 which is also confirmed in the numerical calculation shown in Fig.

3. In this case (for n » 1) we have <rT = C ^ ^ ( i m « ) = Cx / ~ n'^dn ~ C^1'3

which yields a fast increase of <rr wlien t>0 approaches v* and n - t o o .

Up to now, experiments have reached values of Ei < 1 fceV, hw > 1 eV and

h < 1016 W/cni2. For these experimental parameters the number of exchanged

photons (n) is only moderately large so equation (3.10) of ref. [9] can be used to

estimate o-T/<70. If, however, n is large (n > 10s) [for Ei > ifceV, hw < leV and

/ > 1016 W/air1], where it is likely that computational limitations appear, the

problem of divergence discussed above must be taken into account.

If the geometry chosen is uo -L v,, the usual sum rules are recovered (F = 0)

[11, 12]. The numerical calculation of short-range potential (r0 ~ a0, not reported

here) will be discussed in a future paper.

Similar considerations can be made for the absorption coefficient. Fig. 4 shows

a/cti versus t)0/itj, for n up to A = Hr,lai = 10*'. In the region t>0/i>> > 1, the results

of ref. [6] are confirmed (Q ~ lo^)- For i>o/t>, <£ 1 a /a i -* 1; as tio/j>(- passes

over the value 1 the absorption coefficient reaches its maximum; for values of I'o/u,

greater than the latter value a decreases tnonolonically, except for a periodic peak

which will be explored later. For any value of vu/t'i a is always positive. This is

so because we have defined n as the overall absorption coefficient of the system

(electrons + laser + ions). Reports of t> < 0 given by many authors corresponds to

the energy loss of the electron beams obtained within the framework of the kinetic

theory [13, 14).

In this sense, a < 0 (for A large) would correspond to Fig. 2 of ref. [3], which

is obtained from the classical treatment. However, this agreement is only partial.

At v0 — v, the classical treatment ]iris a significant flaw, because the instantaneous



collision assumption is violated [0], and n would be divergent. It is easy to show this

by just making uo/v,- = 1 find w( = ]* iti the expression (2.29) of ref. [3]. Also the

classical result does not show the shift, of the maximum of a(nmaxtv0/v,) towards

VQ/V, = 1 when nm a l =̂ A increases. The quantum mechanical correspondence of

the classical result [3] would he equation (M) with nmai —* co.

Table II gives the values of a{nmal, J) (equation 8) and the numerically calculated

values of expression (14) of the text.

Table II • Absorption coefficients aa function of nmax

5
10

100
1000

I04

QP /OI [equation (8)]
1.2
1.7
4.7
8.4

10.8

Od/ai [equation (14)]
1.9
2.8
6.0

11.0
24.9

For n > 1000 equation (14) begins to overestimate a, so it is necessary to intro-

duce some saturation mechanism for dr. Clearly the field inhomogeneity introduced

by Bivona et al. [6], reduces cidja\ and may be compared with a c / a j .

Finally we note that at the high-intensity range (tto/fj > 1), the calculation of the

partial IT and a exhibits oscillations with maxima at vojvi ~ 4.65 and Vajvf ~ 7.80

(iMg. 5). Bivona et al. [6] have mentioned these oscillations. At higher values of

"mm , the oscillations resemble sfi\v-Uv)li. Here we confirm that both the cross-

section and the absorption coefficients exhibit this saw-tooth like oscillations which

are lost in the classical instantaneous approximation [3].

4 CONCLUSION

We have studied in detail the processes which occur in the scattering of a mo

noenergetic electron brain. The analysis lias been carried out for a geometry in

which the laser electric field ia parallel to the incoming electron velocity. Contrary

to the results of Bivona et al. [6], we find that a is always positive, so this situa-

tion could not be reminiscence of a well-known process occurring in plasma physics,

namely the two stream instability.

The difference between our results and those of other authors [6], is due to the

form by which «„ is calculated. With expression (21) of ref. [C] the Coulomb

logarithm is lost and get a < 0 if wo/t'< < 1. Equation (4) and (5) of our pape'r,

obtained within the framework of the kinetic theory [15, 16], give a > 0 for all values

of v,.

Also, in the instantaneous approximation and within the cross-section treatment,

Ehlotzky [17] find that a(vo/vi < 1) is negative if v0 1 Vi while Bivona et al. show

that a(vo/v< < 1) < 0 if »7o || %. All these reflect the limitations of the cross section

treatment and it seems adequate to consider only the magnitude of a =\ a |.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 - Total difference cross section \F ~ (<rr — To)/co> in <rv units) versus
t>o/<\ for six values of the incident particle energy [A = nmaI =
("ivf/hw)^^^ in units of Aw]. The oscillatory velocity VQ is parallel
to the incoming particle velocity v,. The range of the potential is
ro > no-

Fig. 2 - Arguments of the square of the Bessol function against the number
of exchanged photons n which gives the maximum of J*(x) at vo ~
D, for n moderately large (1 < n < 25).

Fig. 3 - As in figure 2 except that 100 < n < 1200 and the function
versus n for maximum multipholon exchanges at Vo — v, for n large.

Fig. 4 - Absorption coefficient in units of iti versus vo/vt, r0 >̂ a0, for six
values of A = «,„„, (3, 5, 10, 100, 1000, 10000). The laser field
is linearly polarized along the direction of the incoming electron
velocity.

Fig. 5 - Plots of S = E"™?1' Jif('ll'o/"i) versus (tiu/ii,) having as parameter
"max- As umar increases S pxiliits s;iw-looth like oscillations.
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